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FRIEND and HILDA are in line to order at a fast food place.
FRIEND is on their phone.

FRIEND: I'm sorry, okay? Please don’t fire me. I swear this is
the last time. I- okay, bye-bye.

FRIEND hangs up, HILDA notices FRIEND.

HILDA: Can I buy you a burger or something?

FRIEND is a little confused.

FRIEND: No, thanks. I'm vegetarian.

HILDA: No way, me too!

FRIEND: I actually- um- I-.

HILDA: Fries?

FRIEND wants to say no but is conflicted.

HILDA: You can’t say no, they’re free fries. No one says no free
fries.

FRIEND tries to speak but- They are at the front of the
line and walk up to the CASHIER.

HILDA: TWO medium fries please. Beat. In exchange for these
fries, I want to know what you did to get a phone call like that

FRIEND: You offered me the fries. That’s not fair.

HILDA: Sure it is. Explain.

FRIEND: I brought my cat to work.

HILDA:  That's funny. Tell me everything.
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DOORMAN: I was visiting my grandma and she was going to the
grocery store so I went to the grocery store.  It turns out that
the reason she went- and I promise this has something to do with
Hilda- was that they were having a pie competition. I love my
grandma's pie so much, she should have won that competition- I’m
getting ahead of myself, sorry. Anyways I went to the grocery
with her and there was this other guy there? -I’m not sure if
they’re important just yet- So there’s Me, my grandma, that
other guy and Hilda. See? I told you Hilda was there, at the
grocery store. (big breath) And that's where I met Hilda.
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AUNT: The wedding won’t be nearly as interesting when I can
barely see the altar.

ROBBER: Would you just SHUT UP.

AUNT: How can I be happy for her when I'm not happy?

AUNT settles down, but immediately starts back up again.

AUNT: I’ll barely be able to see her get married.

ROBBER: These seats are fine. What are you talking about?

AUNT: Just the kind of comment I could expect from some lowlife
burglar.

ROBBER: Who told you that I was a-

ROBBER notices his outfit. It is a stereotypical robber
outfit.

AUNT: HA. I bet you don’t even know her, I think you’re here
just to steal things

ROBBER: I didn’t- I’m not-

AUNT (sarcastically): That was really convincing.

ROBBER: Alright fossil. How do you know her then?

AUNT: I’m her great aunt, and I've already said that.
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DOORMAN (to SHADY INDIVIDUAL): What kind of pie did you make?

SHADY: That's a surprise for later.

DOORMAN: Not a very good one. I can see that it's pumpkin.

SHADY: Then why did you ask? I have other things to do.

DOORMAN: I was trying to be nice, jeez.

SHADY: Being nice doesn't win you first place at the Greenview
county regional grocery store pie competition.

SHADY shadily adds things to their pie.

DOORMAN: Hey! What are you doing?

SHADY: I’m simply adding the finishing touches to my pumpkin
pie.

DOORMAN: Then what were those mysterious things you were adding?

SHADY: That completely normal thing is my secret ingredient,
balsamic vinegar.

DOORMAN: Oh really?

SHADY: Yes, it offsets the sweetness and really lets the pumpkin
spice shine. I find if you add it at the last moment it really
finishes the whole pie.

DOORMAN: I don’t believe you.

DOORMAN grabs the pie and eats it. SHADY is not happy, in
fact, they are hysterical.

SHADY: My pie! My glorious creation! (turns to DOORMAN) You!
You’ve ruined me!
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